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A Walker study states that by 2020, customer 
experience is expected to overtake price and

product as the key brand differentiator. This is 
even more critical in the digital age where

cucustomers expect their companies to interact 
with them in real time. Today, customers are 
not satisfied with just a great product or 
service, they expect a great customer 
experience to follow.

GiGiven the criticality of a great customer 
experience, and its relevance in an 
increasingly connected world,

Express Computer, has partnered with Avaya 
(NYSE: AVYA), a global leader in solutions to 
enhance and simplify communication and 
collaboration, to bring out a focused e- book 
on the future of customer experience in a 
connected world.

In IndiaIn India, we have examples of several firms 
who have looked at their digital 
transformation journey by placing the 
customer at the center of their digital strategy. 
In this e-book, we have captured the 
perspectives of some of the leading business 

technology thought leaders, as they

ttell us how they are constantly raising the bar 
for customer experiences. Asia’s largest bank, 
SBI, which runs the country’s largest data 
analytics engine, uses the power of AI to 
better service its end customers. Similarly, 
one of India’s most profitable banks, HDFC 
Bank, tells us how it is using AI to deliver 
hypehyper-personalized and highly effective 
services to end customers. We also have 
examples from sectors such as healthcare 
and manufacturing. Apollo Hospitals is

leveraging the power of AI and ML to 

effectively guide patients and clinicians 
sso that the clinical outcomes are further 
increased to the highest possible levels, 
which in turn can ensure the best quality and 
safety. Titan is actively leveraging an 
omni-channel strategy to ensure that 
customers have a choice of interacting in 
the channel ththe channel they prefer. We have several 
learnings from this inspirational e-book, 
and we do hope that this e-book inspires 
you to continue to accelerate on your vision 
of consistently improving your customer 
experience.

FOREWORD SRIKANTH 
RP
EDITOR, 
EXPRESS COMPUTER,
INDIAN EXPRESS GROUP

VISHAL
AGRAWAL
MANAGING DIRECTOR, 
INDIA & SAARC,
AVAYA INDIA
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Today’s customers present us with a 
pparadox – they want everything, but not all at 
the same time. Sometimes they want to 
serve themselves but at other times they 
want to interact with a human. They want to 
be connected, but also to be left alone; to be 
served equally to everyone else, but also to 
be treated as a unique individual. They want a 
consiconsistent and expected service but also to 
be pleasantly surprised. And they want fully 
featured options but at the same time want 
everything to be the same time want 
everything to be effortless. 

In short, customers today want it all and 
more. Gartner refers to this paradoxical
being as ‘the Everything Customer’.

At Avaya, we’re helping organizations serve 
the ‘Everything Customer’ with a multi-
cloud application ecosystem, powered by 
automation and layered innovation, to
create the future of customer experience. 
Here’s how emerging technologies are
shaping that futushaping that future.

Cloud: Cloud-based contact centers are 
increasingly preferred thanks to their 
increased scalability, flexibility, and 
speed-to-value. They’ve also proven their 
worth this year as they much more easily 
enable remote-working. It’s no surprise that,

according report by Nemertes Research, 
55% of companies will have adopted 
cloudcontact center platforms by the end of 
2020.

AI: According to research commissioned by 
Avaya, 63% of consumers believe that
cconvenience is more important than price, 
and 79% want an immediate response from 
the organizations they contact. To meet the 
high expectations of the ‘Everything 
Customer’, employees need twice as many 
hands and four times the brain power. With 
AI infused into the contact center, 
businbusinesses are giving agents the right 
answers to customer queries every time. And 
the use of AI is only just getting started: 
Gartner predicts that, by 2021, 15% of 
customer service interactions will be 
completely handled by AI.

Unified Desktop: Because of the growing 
number of applications agents use, it’s vital 
to provide customer agents with an 
integrated desktop that gives them the right
ininformation at the right time to help 
customers wherever they are on their 
journey. Today’s agents need the right tools 
to help create memorable customer
experiences, and we’re seeing large 
organizations now connect customer and
emplemployee touchpoints with 360-degree 
visibility, convenient co-browsing, easy CRM
integrations, and more.

Omnichannel becomes Multiexperience: 
Omnichannel focuses on touchpoints and 
channels, without much thought for the 
customer journey. But to serve the 
‘Everything Customer’, it’s become clear that 
having a wide range of customer interaction 
channels is no longer enough. This is giving 
ririse to the multiexperience, which is about 
doing the right things for customers at the 
right moments in their journeys. This is about 
being able to anticipate customer behaviors 
and needs, to personalize engagement at the 
micro level, to preemptively resolve issues, to
proactively offer the next best action.

Communications Analytics: Analytics 
technologies are the driving force behind the
shift to multiexperience. One of the best 
sources of data on customer behavior can
be be found in the conversations that 
customers have with company 
representatives across various channels. 
Valuable information is hidden in thousands 
of hours of phone call recordings and 
gigabytes of textual conversation transcripts. 
The difficulty comes in leveraging that data 
to impto improve customer experience. This is 
where communications analytics solutions 
are coming in. Complemented by related 
data and root cause mining modules, these 
solutions are helping organizations convert
the enormous datasets concealed in 
customer conversations into actionable
insights.

HOW EMERGING 
TECHNOLOGIES ARE 
SHAPING 
THE FUTURE 
OF CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE

VISHAL AGRAWAL
MANAGING DIRECTOR, 
INDIA & SAARC, AVAYA INDIA
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HDFC Bank has always focused on raising the 
bar for customer experience using the power 
of technology. While in the past, digital was 
more about convenience, today it is about 
experience. Hence, everything we do is done 
keeping this aspect in mind.

TTake an example of a customer trying to 
communicate with our bank. In a traditional 
approach, a customer will call up our call 
centre, which will go to an IVR, and depending 
on the choice you exercise, the call will get 
redirected to a phone banker, who tries to

be re-directed to the right agent. So it’s going 
to be a lot more personalised and all that is 
possible today. Because, based on the 
interactions that you are having at these 
multiple touchpoints there is enough data 
which is getting mined to understand what is 
your persona, what is the problem that 
you’you’re facing? What is the kind of, appetite 
that you have for various products, which will 
help us serve you better.

The transformational 
ability of AI
Over a period of time, a customer interacts 
with a bank many times and all data is 
getting mined to understand the persona of a 
person. For example, we can understand the 
preferred channel a customer likes to be 
reached out on – is he a person who prefers 
writing an email, is he a person who does not 
lilike talking on the phone, is WhatsApp a 
more preferred medium to communicate to 
this person?should be ensured that all the 
important attributes are present.

We can understand the persona of the 

address the specific query. Now, imagine this 
experience, when you have an AI powered 
agent, which is talking to you in a human like 
voice. So, if a customer asks ‘What is my 
credit card outstanding?’, then the AI agent 
will ask the customer to authenticate himself 
via one of the standard methods of 
authentiauthentication. Once you have 
authenticated, you will know what your 
outstanding is through that same voice. And 
then you may say ‘Ok, how can I pay?’ You will 
then immediately get a link on your phone, 
you click on that link, and you will be able to
pay and settle your bills immediately.

This is the kind of digital deflection which can 
happen, which is going to serve your purpose 
very well rather than you going and speaking 
to somebody who’s also going to do the 
same thing by opening up a system to find 
out what your outstanding is. But in the new 
age, a lot of that is going to happen digitally 
much much faster, the system is going to be able to 
capture your intent, what you are looking for, 
and therefore address based on your intent 
and after a verification.

If that intent cannot be fulfilled, then the calls 
that cannot be answered automatically will

HOW 
HDFC BANK HAS
REDEFINED 
THE ART OF 
HYPERSONALISATION

ANJANI RATHOR
CDO, HDFC BANK
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customer in a better way through the digital 
footprints that are generated at each 
touchpoint. Touchpoints can be as varied as 
net banking, mobile banking, a bank branch 
or even talking to a field agent. A lot of this 
data is unstructured, but today technology 
has now reached a level where you can get all 
the dathe data together, understand the data and 
create better insights. And the more data we 
have, the more insights we can have about a 
customer, which in turn, gives us the ability 
to serve you much better. This helps in 
creating a 360-degree view of the customer.

The future
Today, the contact centre is changing from 
primarily a support for voice calls to 
managing multiple channels. So it could be 
voice, text, video, any kind of an interaction 
that is going to come in, and that is going to 
be managed by an experience hub. So the 
call centre is going to become a digital 
experienexperience hub for customers where voice is 
going to be one of the channels among 
multiple other channels.

We will slowly see the dominance of voice go 
down. Self care in my view will be the 
strongest channel for customers and self 
care could happen on any of the chat 

preferred channels for the customer. It
could happen on text chats, it could happen 
on a mobile app, it could happen on a 
website, but customers would prefer to do 
things on their own because that gives a lot 
of empowerment.

UUsing data that is generated at different 
touchpoints, I could then use AI models to 
personalise services for each customer. For 
example, if I see from your transactions that 
you are a person who uses taxi services a lot, 
the AI model could recommend a car loan for 
you, by showing you that the EMI for the car
ccould be a lot lesser than the taxi bills you are 
paying every month. These types of 
possibilities only exist if I have a digital 
footprint. We can run AI models on different 
types of data, and have these kind of
opportunities.

Banking will alBanking will also become more contextual. 
For example, if you go to buy a refrigerator, 
and make a token payment, a customer 
could get a pay later option instantly from 
our bank. How can the bank do this? The 
bank has data and insights about the 
customer’s ability to pay, and hence, it can 
underwriunderwrite a certain amount based on the 
profile of the customer. This is a win-win 
situation for everyone.

In the future, we believe that banking 
services will become contextual and will be 
embedded in the purchases of customers. 
So, if a customer wants to buy a refrigerator 
or an education package or a holiday 
package, we have to be present as an option 
in the lives of our customers. So instead of
cucustomers coming to the bank, now the bank 
has to go to the customers, wherever 

the customer is. And that’s the big change, 
which will happen. This will reach a tipping 
point over the next few years and less and 
less banking will happen inside the 
boundaries of a bank. Banks like us which 
leverage great AI models are hence better 
placed to better understand the intent of the 
cucustomer and raise the overall level of 
customer experience.

FUTURE OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE IN A CONNECTED WORLD
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Titan was the first company in India to merge 
the role of modern digital and technology. 
Titan’s loyalty program was one of the largest 
programs in the country with 20 million 
customers. The combination of loyalty 
program and data enrichment results in the 
magic of personalisation. We have crossed 
INR 800 cINR 800 crore of attributable revenue of 
analytics.

Our business is primarily occasion based, so it 
becomes more important for us to reach out 
to customers at the right time and for the

right reasons. Data enrichment has been an 
integral part of our loyalty program and 
recently, we had launched an initiative to 
improve the customer data and we have 
received positive response from customers.

In In retail, we have seen trends that indicate 
that the adoption of technology during the 
pandemic will remain permanent. Titan, as a 
company, is witnessing increased digital 
activities across all Titan brands and in retail 
there are trends of incremental use of 
technology which would continue in the
futufuture. All our sites have increased digital 
activities in the recent months. We are 
emphasising on video selling, virtual ‘TryOn’ 
and home visits to ensure continuous 
engagement with our customers. Artificial 
intelligence has helped us decide the location 
of our upcoming stores.

WWe are leveraging digital tech in myriad ways 
across our business value chain, through 
omni channel engagement and commerce, 
augmented reality, machine learning and 
deep learning algorithms, we are helping to 
ensure that our company continues to 
deliver industry – leading products, services
and and experiences physically and digitally.

The retail sector includes high impact 

domains including omni channel, which 
focuses on seamless customer experiences 
across and digital and physical platforms. 
Omni channel is about being able to 
seamlessly merge every channel of customer 
engagement and the priority of omni channel 
within Titan has gone up. At Titan, we are 
prpresent on multiple digital channels including 
live chat, WhatsApp, social media, etc. We 
have also introduced features such as wish 
listing, appointment booking and contactless 
commerce. 

Digital was the core to our strategy to get 
back to work. We took a back to basics 
approach, wherein we experimented, learned 
and adapted. Whereas, the last step was 
about adapting to the new normal business 
environment.

WWe put in efforts to sustain our enagagement 
with customers across multiple platforms 
and we observed that most of our 
customers, too, wanted to engage with our 
brands. In the engagement process, we 
leveraged a lot of digital solutions. None of 
our engagement platforms would have been
ppossible without the strong digital backbone. 
Digital has helped us synchronise ourselves 
with customers’ expectations and adapt to 
the new normal. 

OMNI CHANNEL
IS ABOUT 
SEAMLESSLY 
MERGING EVERY 
CHANNEL OF 
CUSTOMER 
ENENGAGEMENT

KRISHNAN 
VENKATESWARAN
CHIEF DIGITAL & INFORMATION OFFICER, 
TITAN
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In this entire transition, digital has played the 
role of a core business enabler for Titan. 
Omni commerce has been one of the biggest 
technologies that has worked well for us. 
Whereas, personalisation is the next big thing 
and has helped us cater better to our 
customers. Analytics, artificial intelligence 
and machine land machine learning formed the foundation 
of many of our initiatives.

Omni commerce approach has helped us

enable seamless digital experiences for 
customers across various platforms. Virtual 
Try On and video selling are our new 
innovations and they are embraced well by 
customers. With omni channel approach, we 
were able to revive a substantial part of our
business post lockdown.

In the aIn the area of personalisation, analytics has 
helped us significantly in providing tailored 
solutions to our customers. Whereas, in 

FUTURE OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE IN A CONNECTED WORLD

terms of business operations and processes, 
optimisation is now key because of cost. 
Automation tools and analytics have helped 
us optimise our supply chains and improve 
workforce productivity. Moreover, analytics 
has also helped us uncover new sales 
opportunities. We have also implemented a 
lot lot of digital collaboration tools and all of our 
digital interactions – internal and 
external – have been very impactful and 
engaging.

WE ARE LEVERAGING DIGITAL 
TECH IN MYRIAD WAYS ACROSS 
OUR BUSINESS VALUE CHAIN, 
THROUGH OMNI CHANNEL 
ENGAGEMENT AND COMMERCE, 
AUGMENTED REALITY, MACHINE 
LEARNING AND DEEP LEARNING
AALGORITHMS
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I believe in the technology which is effective, 
consistent and replicable to gear-up the 
clinical and operational processes. The 
health system is exploring every aspect of 
the disruptive and traditional technologies 
and is cautious about picking the right blend 
of innovation, which has to be a healthcare 
dridriven combination.

Apollo’s IT is heavily curbing the data 
generated by the multiple health records and 
is driving the intelligence for various clinical 
protocols to facilitate adequately manage 

treatment options and continue to evolve the 
clinical effectiveness and outcomes.

WWe have partnered with Microsoft, and under 
this partnership, we have formulated a 
machine learning and artificial intelligence 
algorithm to predict the cardiovascular 
disease risk scores for individuals. The 
solution was built in collaboration between 
our clinical practitioners, technology team in 
partnepartnership with data scientists in Microsoft. 
It classifies the clinical and social health 
information of patients and the high 
contributing factors leading to cardiac 
diseases, thereby assisting the clinicians in 
managing the risk factors.

We are leveraging AI, ML to effectively guide 
patients and clinicians so that the clinical 
outcomes are further increased to the 
highest possible levels and ensuring the best 
quality and safety. In this regards, Apollo 
Hospital is running a program named 
SUGAR, which is a combination of mobility, 
inintelligence, and clinical protocols, driven by 
big data analytics. The program effectively 
manages diabetes patients, so that they are 
kept within the permittable range of diabetic 
symptoms and disorders.

Also, the hospital’s clinicians are constantly 
working with the technology teams, in order 
to build intelligence into clinical pathways 
and protocols. These clinical pathways and 
protocols are used to administer a treatment 
regime.

WWe are using a combination of big data 
analytics coupled with the clinical expertise 
for managing infection control and 
antibiotics resistance patterns for highly 
vulnerable patients. The advanced analytics 
is helping the hospital in reducing the length 
of the patient’s stay and prevent them from
further further complicating their stay at the 
hospital.

Digital is definitely a powerful solution to 
improve efficiencies in the healthcare sector. 
In order to streamline the patient’s 
appointments with doctors, we have 
introduced a mobility solution named
‘‘Ask Apollo’. It is a combination of mobility 
and cloud-based services. The mobility 
solution helps in interpreting the customer’s 
expectations and improve the operational 
efficiencies and reduces the crowd in the 
waiting areas.

AI isnAI isn’t just about the framework, it’s also 
about getting the right skill set. We require 

APOLLO 
HOSPITALS IS
LEVERAGING AI  
AND ML AS THE 
FUNDAMENTAL 
OF OUR DNA

ARVIND 
SIVARAMAKRISHNAN
CIO, APOLLO HOSPITALS
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high talents in terms of the clinical 
experiences, capable to define the problem 
statement and interpret the data, coupled 
with the ethical clinical practices and 
approaches.

WWe have also integrated clinical quality 
professionals who are ensuring that this is 
compliant with all the ethical practices and
the degree of quality that is required. Since

 the personalised algorithm is not the 
standalone piece of technology, the team 
constantly works to ensure that they 
integrate the personalised algorithm back to 
the standard operational practices.

Apollo HApollo Hospitals is leveraging AI and               
ML as the fundamental of our DNA.         
Hence, we are completely integrating, 
engaging with the right talent to

embark on implementing pathbreaking 
algorithms and solutions to deliver the 

best healthcare services. Going forward, 

in the in the Covid-19 times, there is a need to 
create seamless and nterconnected 
ecosystems that are omnipresent, because 
consumer facing business climate is heavily 
based on services. This demand for 

services must be backed with the 

 highest level of personalisation and 
efficiency. The need for re-imagining user 
experience will be more than ever 
before, driven by conversational APIs 
and cognitive economy. Some years ago, 
the touch technology was considered an 
innovation. However, we are moving 
ttowards natural language processing, 
and mobile is being leveraged as part of 
omnichannel.

FUTURE OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE IN A CONNECTED WORLD

DIGITAL IS 
DEFINITELY A 
POWERFUL 
SOLUTION TO 
IMPROVE 
EFFICIENCIES IN 
THE HEATHE HEALTHCARE 
SECTOR
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CIOs should take the current scenario not as 
a challenge, but an opportunity. This is an 
opportunity to redefine the work culture, 
thought process, processes, policies, user 
experience and take the organisation to a 
different level of automation. This is also the 
time to revamp and make the business 
continuicontinuity plans really practical.

Following the lockdown, in May, June and 
July, when customers were not very 
comfortable going to the market and buying 
products, we introduced a touch based 
selling, giving the same experience to our 
customers sitting at home. At the backend 

there are a lot of algorithms that showed that 
the customer experience has been good. 
Similarly, at the dealership level also, we 
ensured that customers have a good 
experience.

FFrom manufacturing to sales to R&D, tech 
interventions have gone to all areas, with new 
technologies like artificial intelligence (AI), 
machine learning (ML) and robotic process 
automation (RPA). Initially, it might seem 
that the cost of putting these technologies is 
too much, but in the longer period of time, 
the the value that is derived is always very high.

In today’s times, we have to be very agile, 
whatever assumptions we might have, might 
not work on a day-to-day basis. A few years 
ago, we started selling our spare parts online, 
now we have started  the e-shop for two 
wheelers online with home delivery, so that 
the customer does not have to visit the 
dedealership.

Similarly, from service perspective, the 
pertinent question is, how do we give service 
to the customer who does not want to come 
to the service station workshop or to our 
dealership, and how can we ensure that the
entire same experience is given at their 
residence?

At the dealership level itself, we have a 

 significant focus on technology, more 
analytics from customer perspective, 
including more footfall. We now have a 
multilingual website for customers who 
might not be so conversant with English. 
There is also a lot of interaction with 
customers through various social media 
channelchannels, including Facebook.

When the lockdown started, many 
organisations, including ours, did not have a 
work from home policy. We had to put a lot of 
technology initially to ensure certain 
things - that employees are productive at 
home and have access to systems without 
coming to office, second is information 
security and third is collaboration. When the 
unlock started, technology implementations 
increased a lot – in factories, offices and 
dealerships.

WWe take a lot of IT initiatives with an objective 
of driving business goals and objectives. At
the the same time, we make the organisation 
ready for future disruptions and demands. 
Initiatives taken are of two types; the first are 
systemic initiatives, which are taken to make 
the organisation more suited to take on 
technology disruptions by enhancing 
competency and getting ahead of the 
induindustry learning curve, and the second kind 
are those which involve leveraging specific 
technologies for business impact.

CIOS SHOULD 
TAKE THE CURRENT 
SCENARIO 
NOT AS A 
CHALLENGE, 
BUT AN 
OPPOOPPORTUNITY

VIJAY SETHI
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, 
HEAD HUMAN RESOURCES AND 
HEAD CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, 
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
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With a career of over 25 years, I have held 
versatile roles. Being at the State Bank of 
India, the largest bank on the planet, in terms 
of the customer base and transaction olumes, 
and also being at other organisations I did hit 
upon the fact that the right organisational 
culture is critical for going digital.

AAt NSE, the regulatory pressures are very 
high. Also, India is the largest market, earlier it 
used to be the CME, which used to handle 
large volumes. This year the NSE has handled 
42 per cent more volume than the CME – the

 largest in the world. This can also be seen as 
an eye-opener when we say that the 
economy is not doing well. Howsoever, we 
have been running uninterrupted operations 
during pandemic times as well.

One of the major ways to achieve success is 
to lay the foundation well. When talking about
digidigital, you have to consider that the 
infrastructure is at the forefront and check 
that it is resilient, stable, flexible, and robust. 
Digital channels require 24x7 availability and 
a quick response is what is required, so it is 
important to have business operations, IT 
operations, and the SOPs very strong.

Also, when mentioning about the challenges 
in India, technology obsolescence is very 
high, as there is hardly any obsolescence 
policy here. We have often seen cases where 
the hardware’s best performance quotient is 
five years for instance, but it is being run for 
seven to ten years. It is really difficult to 
delideliver cutting edge results with such a 
crippled set-up.

AI and blockchain
Technologies like AI and blockchain are 
emerging well. In Indian financial institutions, 
AI and blockchain have been going beyond 
the nascent stage. In terms of AI adoption, 
there is a need to bring in AI into the existing 
use cases first, instead of building new ones.

WWe say that data is now the new currency or 
the new oil, however, it is no more a new thing 
to say as we have all realised the value of 
data. All the factors that are required for 
deep learning, machine learning, or for any 
kind of deep analytics to be carried out, 
intelligence needs to be provided and it 
should be ensushould be ensured that all the important 
attributes are present.

IN THE BFSI 
SECTOR, 
THE BACK OFFICE 
IS IMPORTANT 
AND NLP, AI & ML 
PLAY A BIG ROLE 
THERETHERE

SHIV KUMAR
BHASIN
CTO & COO, NSE

WHEN TALKING ABOUT 
DIGITAL, YOU HAVE TO 
CONSIDER THAT THE 
INFRASTRUCTURE IS AT THE 
FOREFRONT
AND CHAND CHECK THAT IT IS 
RESILIENT, STABLE, FLEXIBLE, 
AND ROBUST
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We have taken several initiatives in terms of 
customer experience. The customer 
experience has been either from a user 
enterprise perspective or engaging the 
customer and acting as an advisory.

The The recommendation engines analyse the 
customer’s transactions and recommend 
the customers as to how they can maintain 
their portfolio better. Also, the robot advisory 
helps in better decision making. We also 
empower customers with investment 
management tools and suggest alternates. 
AlAlso if a customer care executive responds 
to a customer in an inappropriate manner,

then a bot interrupts and guides him by 
suggesting responses and take the 
conversation ahead in a better fashion.

For creating the right awareness, several 
technologies are being leveraged, be it AI for 
optical character recognition, or facial 
recognition for ensuring the second factor of 
authentication, or further for sentiment 
analyses. NLP is used widely for speech 
recognition.

In the BIn the BFSI sector, the back office is as 
important and NLP, AI, and ML play a big role 
there. These technologies have been used for

 years now. The workforce and its 
productivity are being monitored by these 
cutting edge technologies.

Challenges
NSE handlNSE handles on an average one billion trades 
per day. At NSE, even at the equity market, 
across the different asset classes, you will be 
surprised to know that probably it is the only 
exchange across the globe to clock one 
billion on an average day and on a peak day it 
clocks two billion. So, undoubtedly, the Indian 
induindustry is sitting on enormous data, but the 
key challenge which we come across when 
we want to draw out the intelligence and 
insights and wisdom for developing any kind 
of smart applications, or running RPA, is that 
we do not have the most essential data of
say user experience or other fundamental 
data insights and thus we have witnessed 
that when building robot advisory or any kind 
of smart clients to automate the business 
processes, human intervention becomes 
mandatory since it is realised that many 
facets of the information or data are missing.

AlAlso, in many cases customer data is still in 
silos and is not present as aggregated 
information so that useable intelligence 

could be built. I think this is where we are 
making mistakes because when we consider 
using machine learning, we put the bots or 
NLPs in individual areas, instead of coming 
across as a single entity with the customers 
where aggregated NLP is leveraged.

The essence of artificial intelligence is to dig 
deep to unravel the relationships between 
diverse and fragmented pieces of data. There 
should be a shift of focus from collecting 
data to embedding analytical functionality in 
existing applications.

FUTURE OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE IN A CONNECTED WORLD
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The Covid-19 crisis has affected most sectors, 
but the ones which have been hit the most 
include the travel and the hospitality industry. 
The Indian Hotels Company Limited (IHCL), 
which has a legacy of over 117 years, decided 
to fight back against this crisis by using a 
comprehensive strategy backed by

ttechnology.

In the current times, we recognised that 
establishing trust in the eyes of guests was 
extremely important, and decided to use 
technology in a big way to ensure safety to 

our guests. We stepped up our adoption of 
technology as a response to the Covid -19 
crisis. As safety and hygiene is likely to 
continue being a concern for guests in the 
hospitality space in the short term, we 
launched our suite of contactless, 
technology-driven solutions for every guest 
touchpointtouchpoint. Named I-Zest, these solutions 
use QR codes and digital interventions for 
guests, right from the time of check-in to 
dining and invoicing, among others, while 
also providing employees a safe space to 
work in, with touchless HR systems.

Accordingly, we took a number of initiatives 
to ensure safety of our employees and 
guests. From sanitised iPads to zero touch 
attendance systems, the focus was on 
ensuring zero contact. The zero touch 
attendance system uses facial recognition 
technology for employees to mark their 
atattendance, while a thermal sensor that is 
built on top of the attendance system checks 
the temperature of employees entering the 
premises of the hotel. Understanding the 
need for frugal innovation, we partnered with 
a series of startups for technology led 
innovations.

IHCL is also running a pilot for an app that 
helps in contact tracing. This will help IHCL 

trace out areas where the employee has 
visited, along with the people he or she was 
in touch with. Payment methods are also 
completely contactless, and guests have the 
facility of ordering from digital menus.

IHCIHCL has also launched home delivery 
services and mobile application – Qmin. The 
Qmin app offers a differentiated delivery 
experience through a seamless interface that 
allows customers to personalise their order, 
curate menus, and track deliveries real-time. 
The interface has been designed to be 
uuser- friendly and enables guests to choose 
their favourite cuisine from celebrated 
restaurants, based on their location. 

IHCIHCL is also in the process of introducing 
virtual meetings that one can host across 
locations via the Qmin App – curated to suit 
one’s need and the occasion, be it scheduled 
virtual business meetings or a private get 
together with loved ones.

TToday, the entire focus is on managing 
customer experience. We want to ensure a 
complete contactless experience for our 
guests. In the future, we are looking at giving 
digital keys to guests so that we can do
away with physical room cards that we are 
giving to guests at the moment.

HOW 
TECHNOLOGY 
CAN BE USED AS 
A LEVER FOR 
GROWTH

VINAY 
DESHPANDE
SVP AND HEAD - DIGITAL & IT, 
IHCL
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The importance attributed to customer 
experience and data analytics by India’s 
largest PSU bank, SBI, is proved by the 
statement of Dinesh Kumar Khara, when he 
said in his first media interaction after taking 
over as Chairman, that data analytics 
empowered customer experience will be one 
of his of his top priorities at the bank. It speaks 
volumes about the weightage given by the 
bank to CX and analytics. It’s important to 
note, data analytics forms the base for 
building a robust artificial intelligence (AI) 
platform.

SBI YONO disbursed over INR 5,500 crore of 
retail credit in just one quarter as compared 
to INR 3,000 crore in the same quarter last 
year. Secondly in the year 2019-20, the bank 
disbursed two billion rupees in the form of 
pre-approved personal loans (PAPL), which 
is directly a function of efficient use of 
analytianalytics and AI. The role of analytics is to 
segment the customers in age groups, 
decide on the eligibility and then AI 
consumes that data and converts it into an 
opportunity on YONO or other platforms in 
the form of the right offers, based on 
algorithms. The idea is to make the best fit 
pproposition for customers.

In PAPL, a Response Surface Methodology 
(RSM) model is used. It’s a statistical 
technique – with correlation to AI – which 
helps in reducing the workload of the 
branches and also cuts the risk factor. It has 
resulted in loan buckets which are low on 
NPA and issued with relatively low branch 
relarelated activities – more on a phygital model.

At SBI, we run the country’s largest data 
analytics engine. It sees the customer not in
parts, but the sum of parts, i.e, the 
customer’s behaviour across digital channels 
in the public domain. The data is built and 
then AI algorithms are built to pop 
notifications to the customers. 

The bank is looking at using AI in a holistic 
manner. It’s not just restricted for the retail
ssegment, but also the corporate and SME 
segments. SBI will soon launch video KYC 
which will also have an AI element. AI is 
highly compute intensive and the processing 
is done all on cloud.

Among other applications, SBI has partnered 
with a startup company for an AI application
that runs on the that runs on the feeds from the CCTV 
cameras deployed in branches to perform 
sentiment analysis of customers. This is a 
kind of an active AI usage, where near to real 
time analysis is done.

AI PROVING TO BE
A STRONG FORCE 
ON DISBURSALS 
VIA SBI YONO

AMIT SAXENA
DEPUTY CTO, 
STATE BANK OF INDIA

SBI WILL SOON LAUNCH 
VIDEO KYC WHICH WILL 
ALSO HAVE AN AI ELEMENT. 
AI IS HIGHLY COMPUTE 
INTENSIVE AND THE 
PROCESSING IS DONE 
ALL ON CLOUD
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The coronavirus pandemic has 
tremendously increased the load on various 
customer service channels. As per my 
estimate, with our clients, between the call 
centre and the website, the call volume has 
shot up by over 30 per cent. The calls 
received by our clients are relatively higher in 
thethe ‘critical’ category, as compared to 
pre-Covid times. They have to be swiftly and 
efficiently responded to. It not only results in 
a successful call resolution, but also a happy 
customer.

In order to meet the unique demands 

emanating from the challenges from 
coronavirus, Hinduja Global Solutions (HGS) 
has undertaken a number of initiatives both 
internally and in the client facing solutions, 
having a heavy dosage of artificial 
intelligence and customer experience 
management (CXM).

In the pIn the pre-Covid times too, customer 
experience and management was a big focus 
area for HGS. The coronavirus pandemic has 
resulted in a severe fast forward of the digital 
initiatives. Hyper-personalisation is the key 
theme coming up in the area of CXM.                
E- commerce websites have to match the 
popotential likes of the individual customers 
browsing products on the website and not 
bucket them in a customer segment.

Another emerging theme is social media’s 
integration into the company website. 
Customers are reaching out to companies 
through various social media channels. The 
queries have to be answered after having a 
look at the posts on various channels. HGS is 
heavily using AI and ML in various offerings of 
the the company.

AI in hiring
We are using the Amazon model of testing 
the solutions internally in the company 
before releasing it for clients. For instance, 
now employees are hired, onboarded and 
served over applications which are AI 
enabled. We have invested heavily in contact 
centres and back office operations. One of 
the major challenthe major challenges facing the industry is 
attrition. It’s in the absence of the right hiring 
strategy that new hires leave in as few as 
under three to four months after joining.

We have empowered hiring solutions with AI 
and CX features. Candidates are hired not 
only on the basis of an interview and 
technical tests, but also after exploring 
multidimensional datasets like 
demographics, past jobs, assessment scores 
and personality traits, etc. A right- fit index 
has been dhas been devised for candidates to evaluate 

THE VISION OF
HGS IS TO HAVE 
CX AND AI 
COMPONENTS IN 
ALL SOLUTIONS

NATARAJAN 
RADHAKRISHNAN
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF INNOVATION OFFICER, 
GLOBAL AT HGS

IN THE PRE-COVID TIMES 
TTOO, CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
AND MANAGEMENT WAS A 
BIG FOCUS AREA FOR HGS. 
THE CORONAVIRUS 
PANDEMIC HAS RESULTED IN 
A SEVERE FAST FORWARD OF 
THE DIGITAL INITIATIVES
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whether they are the right fit for the job
or not. This initiative has led to a 10-15 
percentage point reduction in attrition at 
HGS.

AAfter the employee has joined, the first three 
months are extremely important to 
determine the job satisfaction level of the 
employee. In order to ensure that an 
employee doesn’t have three bad calls – in 
that case he is asked to leave – HGS 
extensively uses AI to gauge certain early 
warning signals warning signals to indicate whether the new 
joinee is stressed, happy, requires training 
interventions or a different supervisor, or 
should be moved to a different project, etc.

AI in client facing 
solutions
We are using AI and natural language 
processing (NLP) in the insurance industry 
at a huge scale. The subject of area here is 
claims processing. On an average, 95 per 
cent of claims get approved and the rest get 
rejected. But if one looks at the rejected 
claims, many of them are asked for review. 
EvEvery review claim is about 20-30 pages 
long. This amounts to thousands of pages on 
a regular basis. AI and NLP come to the

rescue here. These technologies help in 
contextualising the sentences in the review 
claims, wherein every word is put into the 
right context according to what it means in 
the insurance industry to arrive upon a 
decision whether the review should be 
approved or the claim still stands rejected.

AI is alAI is also heavily used in quality checks of call 
centre agents. Hitherto, only about two per
cent of the calls were checked for quality. The 
inability of doing a sentiment and sentence
ccontext check of the calls was a lost 
opportunity. Now, using AI, we are able to do 
voice to text conversion of all the calls and AI 
is run over the text to do not only quality 
check of all the calls, but it also helps in 
arriving upon certain best practices on how 
to pitch to the customer.

Another Another service offered is Cognitive Contact 
Centre as a Service (CCCaS). Earlier an
increase in the number of calls would result 
in additional hiring. We have now created 
bots which can answer calls. In case if the bot 
is unable to resolve the call, then it goes to an
aagent. However, a knowledge repository of 
such calls is created for the bots to learn. It
prepares them to answer similar calls in the 
future.

HGS is working with a retail giant in the US in 
the area of email automation. The company 
is overwhelmed with customer emails and 
it’s impossible to manually reply to each mail. 
We use AI, ML, NLP to respond. In a modular 
approach, some emails are replied to in an
auautomated fashion using AI, while the others 
are followed-up on a case-by-case basis.
Emails are also segregated based on certain 

keywords and action is taken accordingly. In
the last eight to nine months, this customer 
engagement approach has hastened to
unbelievable extent.

The vision of HGS is to compulsorily have CX 
and AI components in all the solutions and
alalso increase the net promoter score (NPS).

FUTURE OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE IN A CONNECTED WORLD
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From enterprises, contact centres to home 
offices – many organisations had to alter 
business operations quickly and dramatically. 
Consumers found themselves grappling with 
urgent questions related to their bank 
accounts, EMIs, cancellations, loans and 
more. People feel uncertain and organisations 
want want to help them as efficiently as possible.

As part of the Covid-19 rapid response effort, 
Verint using speech analytics, reached out to 
our customers who needed immediate and 
ongoing insights into Covid-19’s impact on 
their customers and employees.

Verint created a Phonetic Boosting Pack 
“Covid-19 category” to support our 
customers, which was offered free to all 
Verint speech analytics customers.

How did the Phonetic Boosting Pack help?

• Supported organisations in understanding
   their customers’ top questions and
      concerns
• Provided insights into how end consumers
    were finding published information
• Improved self-service channels and digital
   presence for end customers
• Identified challenges faced by employees
• Offered proactive support

WWith BCP and the complete cessation of their 
in-house analytics team, one of India’s largest 
private banks was anxious about missing out 
key conversations with their customers. 
Verint stepped in and offered assistance in 
understanding what the end customers were 
calling the bank for. The bank’s call volume 
had dhad dropped by 13 per cent. Verint phonetic 
booster speech analytics discovered that 
seven per cent of the call volume was within 
the emergency service calls.

Another major contact centre client, 
servicing US Credit Cards, benefitted from
Verint’s Speech Analytics Phonetic Boosting 
initiative. The discovery showcased that 57 
per cent of calls had discussions around 

affected, apply, qualified, impacted, 
programme, etc. 

This helped the contact centre leader in 
qualifying customers into payment release 
programme where 75 per cent of the callers 
had lost their jobs and 25 per cent of them 
have contracted the virus.

VVerint’s customer outreach initiative for 
Covid-19 further helped another division of 
the contact centre giant, servicing US telcos 
in uncovering customers were calling 
primarily because they were unable to return 
the equipment, pay bills and for refund 
status.

VVerint has not only proactively reached out to 
customers, but has also empowered them 
through training to carry out the Phonetic 
Boosting analytics on their own, further 
aiding them to comprehend their end 
customer and continue delivering great 
customer experience even while operating 
remoremotely.

The analytics is helping organisations 
formulate coordinated and data-driven 
responses to customer concerns, update 
agents on answers to key issues and queries, 
and surface real-time insights. Verint
stays committed to our customers and is 
proud to be supporting the community 
through and beyond these challenging times.

DELIVERING CX 
IN TIMES OF CRISIS:
LISTEN, ADAPT 
AND RESPOND

ANIL CHAWLA
MANAGING DIRECTOR, 
CES - VERINT INDIA & SAARC
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